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What we got we got. What we don’t got we don’t got. {Harold Horpa}
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UTARDIAN TO CLEAN UP MAILING
LIST
The Utardian announced that anyone who
wishes to continue receiving The Utardian
must inform whoever they receive it from
that they wish to continue their free
subscription by email reply. The Utardian
will publish names and addresses of those
who do not respond to continue their
subscription as a free human waste (groover)
dump site and they will also be charged a
non-subscription fee of $500.
BUREAU OF WRECLAIMATION
DISCOVERS MORE WATER
Bruce Bartlett, Acting Area Manager of the
Provo Bureau of Wreclamation SAYS THE
Bureau has discovered thousands of more
acre feet in the Colorado River Drainage.
The previously unrecorded water was
discovered recently when Bartlett took his
first ever wade into the river near Moab,
Utah. “I discovered that my feet, as well as
my knees got wet,” he said. “That meant
that, because my feet were on the bottom of
the river, and my knees near the surface,
there was water under the surface.” “So we
put in several hundred water gauges and
added them to the old totals, and owalla,
thousands of acre feet we never realized
were there.
“That, of course, means that the Bureau can
now allocate additional water to welfare
farmers growing alfalfa for tax deductions,
encourage more golf courses around St.
George, and piss away tons of more water
without any moral remorse.
It’s all
science”’ Bartlett mused.

RIOT BREAKS OUT AT LOMA BOAT
RAMP
BLM reported a 4th of July riot at the Loma
boat ramp on the Colorado River. During
the unfortunate event several boaters were
critically injured and hundreds transported to
area hospitals.
Apparently a local boating club, called the
Jets interfaced with a rival club the Sharks.
Various dangerous implements were used by
both clubs in the melee that followed the
initial encounter. Hundreds of Jets blowing
river whistles, apparently inspired by the
recent World Soccer games were faced off
by throw bag wielding Sharks.
While both groups fought, BLM Rangers
quickly departed for Black Rocks, where
reports of overcrowded camping had been
received. Soon after the departure of the
Rangers, both groups turned on Centennial
Canoe, an outfitter serving breakfast to
clients on most of the beach. It has been
reported that the gangs chased Centennial’s
clients around the beach with classic 1950’s
automobiles, eventually trapping them in the
porta potties that have been declared as EPA
Hazardous clean up sites.
BLM reported that all is well, however, they
have been diligently working on a
management plan to require permits and
fees.

DINOSAUR MONUMENT TO ISSUE
PARKING CITATIONS ~
Monument Rangers, armed with calipers and
survey equipment will now begin citing
parking violations, where vehicles are more
than 6” beyond undesignated areas.
Warnings have already been issues at Split
Mountain and Deerlodge. In the Parking
Service, an inch is a mile, a Monument
spokesperson said.

off all reading, studying and other forms of
self-education. Members will only rely upon
FOX News for humorous entertainment, but
refrain from laughing at remarks directed at
race, color, creed, sexual or religious groups
and individuals. Instead members will post
loving remarks on Facebook regarding any
and all insults.
By Bill Neely

MOFFAT COUNTY TO ISSUE
TICKETS ~
The Moffat County Sheriff Patrol will be
issuing speeding tickets on CO Highway 318
from Maybell, CO to the State Line.
Apparently complaints from local farmers,
driving farm equipment at 5mph have
complained about river runners driving too
fast and scaring them on this remote
highway.
Other complaints have been recorded by an
occasional cow and elk. “Slow down or
pay” said an officer, “If Interior Agencies
can make you pay to use their rivers, we can
make you pay to use our highways. Look at
it as just another fee.”
EAT PARTY CONSUMATED AT SPLIT
MOUNTAIN
Two hundred private and commercial river
runners, and their customers met recently at
the Split Mountain Boat Ramp to initiate the
EAT Party in response to the repugnant TEA
Party.
The EAT Party will honor antichrist, John
Adams as its mascot. Party members will
eat, rather than vote in all upcoming
elections. In addition members will swear

DRIVER LICENSE FRAUD
Recently several river runners have found
that someone has fraudulently used their
driver’s license to purchase porn, liquor, and
subscriptions to The Watchtower.
All
people holding drivers’ licenses are
encouraged to check their licenses against
recent fraudulent uses at the site below:
http://www.license.shorturl.com/
The Utah Utardian is published by National Public
Reutardation and Life Electrocuted. All references are
fictitious, and any similarities to real life are inadvertent.
But really, we don’t give a rat’s ass about that. The highest
educational level staff is now the fourth grade, and we huff
gasoline from cars in river parking lots.

